
Editorials
EDUCATION

l^HEN John Hunt distinguished himself and the College by his
Lloyd Roberts lecture in 1957, he used the title " The Renais-

sance of General Practice".1 Nowhere is this renaissance more
evident than in the field of education, and it is here that the College
faces its greatest challenge. While it is becoming widely accepted
that general practice should have the academic status of any other
branch of medicine, while several universities are in the process of
creating departments of general practice and several more are

seriously considering the matter, it is still unrealistic to expect such
a department of general practice in every university medical school.
It will continue to be unrealistic until there is created a body of
general practitioners trained in how and what to teach. These men
and women will teach general practice to undergraduates in residen¬
tial or daily attachments, take part in integrated and topic teaching,
be responsible for the general-practice portion of vocational training,
and play an increasing part in the continuing education of established
general practitioners.
We must in the first instance respond to the challenge by using

faculty resources to select potential teachers. Centrally, courses for
teachers are being planned and must become a regular major feature
of headquarters' activity. We must avail ourselves of the experience
of educationists to show us how to teach. These provisions are

necessary to obtain the teaching staff, from whom will emerge the
academic leaders of general practice. This principle of creating
teachers is easy to accept, but it will not be possible to implement
unless additional payments are made to those who accept this
additional responsibility2 to compensate for the shorter time that
teaching will leave for the care of patients, and, also, to recognize,
as Sir Robert Platt3 suggested, that these teachers have been specially
selected to teach. About this the College must be firm and realistic.
Yet a third urgent part of the challenge must be accepted. This is

to build a national scheme for vocational training on the foundations
already laid in Wessex and Canterbury. Dr John Ellis, in an imagi-
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native paper at the college symposium in November 1964,4 suggWsted
the creation of a regional structure for this purpose. Here is a
possibility of several regions organizing many concurrent and varied
experiments; an opportunity to be flexible in planning, to be eclectic,
to compare and, in the shortest time, to fashion proper training
for whatever form of general practice the future may hold.

Purposeful vocational training for all general practitioners is
fundamental to the renaissance of general practice. Here is worthy
work for the College to undertake. Here is our foundation aim, to
raise the standards of general practice.
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NEW PARTNERS

THE REPORT of the Steering Committee of the College in 1952
stressed the need to guide and train doctors who proposed to

make general practice their career, and, during its thirteen years, the
College Council has been conscious always of its duty to help to
provide vocational training for general practice comparable to that
which is provided for the various specialties. Individuals throughout
the country have endeavoured to establish suitable post-registration
hospital posts for general practice, and to make the trainee scheme
an effective educational method. In 1965 the College published
" Reports From General Practice, No. 1 Special vocational training
for general practice ", in which the thoughts of those interested in
training for practice are brought together in one authoritative
document.
Though not everyone will agree with all the suggestions made in

the report, it has been well received by the profession, and the way
now seems clear for the development of a national plan for prepara-
tion for general practice.
We are, however, in a paradoxical position. Whereas in the 1950's

vacancies for entry to partnership were few, the present shortage of
doctors has created such a demand that in many areas young gradu-
ates can become principals with no preparation after their pre-
registration posts. Now that we are on the threshold of being able


